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Motivation

Single cell (SC) analysis is crucial to study the complex cellular heterogeneity of solid tumors, which is one
of the main obstacles for the development of effective cancer treatments. Such tumors typically contain a
mixture of cells with aberrant genomic and expression profiles affecting specific sub-populations that have
a pivotal role in cancer progression, whose identification eludes bulk approaches. We are developing a
MUlti-Features INtegrative approach for SC data analysis (scMuffin) [1] that characterizes cell identity on
the basis of multiple and complementary criteria, including the Copy Number Variation (CNV) inference
from SC expression data. Here, we present CNV estimation method in our scMuffin package, the
comparison with other CNV inference tools and the results obtained analyzing a public dataset of human
gliomas [6].

Methods

scMuffin is implemented in R language [1]. CNV inference in scMuffin package is based on the “adjacent
gene windows” approach described in [2] and [3]. Briefly, the CNV profile of each single cell is calculated by
applying a moving average over scaled gene expression levels ordered by genomic location, and by
subtracting a normal reference profile. The expression profiles of normal cells were collected from GTEx [7]
or found within the sample on the basis of the single-cell “CNV signal”, which summarizes the CNV profile
of each cell in a unique value. The most computationally expensive steps are implemented in parallel.

Results

The workflow of CNV estimation in scMuffin provides the following functions: i) SC data filtering; ii)
calculation of the genomic windows-by-cells matrix; iii) comparison of CNV profiles with reference profiles;
iv) calculation of the single-cell CNV signal; v) CNV visualization. We run our workflow as well as two other
tools (InferCNV and CopyKat) [4,5] on public SC expression data of human gliomas [6]. The CNV profiles
obtained with scMuffin determine a series of clusters that are characterized by the absence or presence of
relevant deviations of the CNV score in one or more genomic locations, indicating normal or aberrant cells
respectively. This pattern is coherent with that reported in the study on human gliomas [6], where a cell
malignancy score was calculated on the basis of a Principal Components Analysis of cell’s chromosome-
level gene expression averages. As expected, CNV estimation by scMuffin leads to results that are more
similar to those from InferCNV than from CopyKat, since scMuffin and InferCNV share similar estimation
principles. CNV estimation in scMuffin is faster than in the other two tools and, importantly, CNV profiles
and CNV clustering can be integrated with the results of other analyses provided by scMuffin, such as
cluster annotation using known markers expression, comparison between CNV clusters and global
expression profile clusters, or comparison of CNV state and cell state trajectory analysis. CNV inference
from SC expression data in cancer provides the opportunity of distinguishing normal and malignant cells
and reconstructing a clonal substructure. However, our comparison of CNV inference tools underlined a
series of open issues, like the presence of missing values and the sensitivity of the results to the
considered reference, which encourage further developments in this field.
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